This model was performed using LIBLINEAR library and L1 or L2 regularisation (LR-L1 and LR-L2).
LR is easy to implement and efficient to train and provides probabilities for outcomes. However LR cannot solve nonlinear problems due to its linear decision surface and has high bias.
SVM SVM is a binary classifier that works based on finding the widest hyperplane margin to separate samples in the feature space. The hyperplane is optimised by maximising its distance to closest training points of each class, defined as support vectors. The data is not always linearly separable and hence a kernel function may transfer the data into a linearly separable space and improve the performance.
This model was run using LIBSVM. Radial basis function (SVM-RBF) and linear (SVM-Linear) kernels were considered in this work in which Optunitiy package was used to optimise kernel parameters.
SVM has a convex optimisation and also can work for both linear and non-linear separable data. It also can handle high dimensional data. However, it needs enough samples from both positive and negative classes and it is susceptible to overfitting. Furthermore, it needs a lot of memory and CPU time.
PM PM is a generative model and is based on class conditional independence of variables. Although its assumptions do not usually hold, PM often performs well. Regarding TB analysis, the PM method calculates the probability that an isolate has a given SNP. The prediction for a new data point is then calculated from the probability of each class label, given a new example and the training data.
A Beta(1,0.25) prior for the resistant class and a Beta(0.25,1) prior for the susceptible class were considered.
PM is fast to predict labels and can work with high dimensional data. Nevertheless if there is a category with no training data, the model will assign a zero probability (unable to predict it). Its other limitation is the independence assumption.
RF RF is an averaging method that is based on building several independent classifiers. This model fits a number of decision tree (DT) classifiers on different subsets of the dataset and average results to produce final predictions and improve the performance. 100 estimators were considered for RF training.
It is based on training of several independent trees that can be fit in parallel. Moreover, RF usually reduce the variance. However, it needs heavier computational resources.
Adaboost Adaboost is a boosting method based on sequentially building weak estimators (models that are only slightly better than the random prediction, i.e. small DTs). Initially, all data samples have the same weight. However, at successive iterations, the weights of mislabelled training samples by the boosted model at the previous step are increased, while the weights are decreased for the remaining training samples. Hence, as iterations proceed, the influence of difficult samples is increased. Later, it combines the predictions through a weighted majority vote with the aim of reducing the bias of the combined classifier and producing a powerful ensemble.
DT used as the base classifier and 100 estimators were considered for the training.
It is not subject to overfitting but is sensitive to noisy data and outliers. Moreover, due to sequentially building of trees, Adaboost cannot be parallelized. Most techniques performed similarly considering SPCA/SNMF except for considering (F1 + SPCA + PM) for all drugs, (F1 + SPCA + SVM-RBF) for AK and CAP, and (F1 + SPCA + Adaboost) for MOX, OFX, KAN, CAP, and CIP in comparison with other models. Furthermore, (F1 + SNMF + GBT) and (F1 + SNMF + LR-L1) was the top performing models considering F1-Score. Moreover, adding SPCA for the dimension reduction step enhanced the F1-score by up to 12.54%, 4.61%, 7.45%, and 9.58% for AK, MOX, OFX, and CAP respectively compared to considering the whole F1. rrs_A1401G embB_M306V rpoB_S450L pncA_L120P rpsL_K43R rrs_A1401G gyrA_E21Q gyrA_D94A rrs_A1401G rrs_A1401G gyrA_G668D katG_S315T embB_D328Y rpoB_D435V rpsA_A381V katG_S315T gidB_E92D gyrA_D94A gyrA_D94G eis_C-12T pncA_C14G gyrA_S95T
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Supplementary J
Here, we compared the performance of (F1 + SPCA/SNMF + GBT) for all drugs keeping 50, 100, and 150 components. Considering different number of components in (F1 + SNMF + GBT) resulted in similar performance for all drugs except for CIP and RIF. Keeping lower components showed to improve the performance of CIP and RIF. Considering higher number of components in (F1 + SPCA + GBT) indicated no effect on the performance for most of drugs but can improve the performance for MOX and OFX drugs. 
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